
Arrival / Directions

Dear guest, 

for your relaxed arrival: The Lynx Camp is a little hidden. The connected paths, except for one, are purely hiking paths. 
To ensure that your arrival to us is relaxed, please use these directions and further tips.

No arrival without reservation: We only allocate our pitches after prior reservation! If you have not yet reserved, please 
fill out our booking request form on our website www.lynx.camp. You need a lead time of at least 7 days. Since we are a small
campsite, we are booked up quickly, so it is best to reserve as early as possible.

Our coordinates are:       48°06'35.7"N 8°12'05.8"E      or 48.109917, 8.201617

Switch off navigation from village sign: Unfortunately, many navigation systems including Google Maps do not show you 
the right way to us from the village. Therefore: Stay on the main road until you have pass the village sign of Schönwald and 
switch off your navigation system as soon as you have arrived in Schönwald. Then follow my directions:

Depending on where you come from:                             Post = small post, stationed in the basement of a residential building

From Triberg, drive along the main road=B500 until the post office/Hauptstr. 25. Turn right after the post office and …

From Furtwangen, drive along the main road=B500 until the post office/Hauptstr. 25. Turn left before the post office and …

From St. Georgen / Villingen-Schwenningen, drive along the major road until the B500 / vegetable shop „Dilger“. 
Then turn right. Drive along the main road=B500 until the post office/Hauptstr. 25. Turn left before the post office and …

… drive up the hill to the cemetery. Turn right before the cemetery - in the direction of the sports facilities - and follow 
the Friedhofstraße to the very end. The sports facilities are there. Drive to the parking lots of the sports facilities (gravel)
and then right past the clubhouse of the soccer field. Pay attention to our signposts. The path leads slightly uphill
right behind the building. Please drive slowly, the existing bumps are used to drain water when it rains.
When there is snow, it is advisable to have snow chains on board and to explore the driveway on foot beforehand.

After arrival at the camp – this is how it goes: The "check-in" is completely self-sufficient with us. We'll get back to you 
shortly before your arrival via short message on your cell phone with further information about check-in including your pitch 
number and the required access codes. Read the instructions you received carefully and completely so that you can find your 
way here. We don't have a reception. You can find your guest card(s) and further information at our check-in bar on the terrace 
by the sanitary facilities, there in your pitch own postbox. Everything is self-explanatory. Reading important. You can check in
from 1 p.m. (not earlier) in a relaxed manner without time pressure and waiting times.

First check on foot – find your pitch – arrange with foresight: The first area you see when you arrive is our "EulenPark" 
(pitches 31-40). To reach the "LuchsFelsen“ (pitches 11-20) or the "WolfsHöhle" (pitches 21-30), you drive from the "EulenPark” a 
little further towards the forest. First it goes left, slightly downhill. The first possibility to turn right on the slope leads you to the 
"LuchsFelsen" and the second possibility, a few meters further, sharp right, into the "WolfsHöhle". If you drive past it, it goes 
down into the forest and not further there for camping vehicles (forest path). So it's better not to drive too far down there, there 
is no reasonable turning possibility. It is best to park your vehicle beside the "EulenPark" for a short time and look for your pitch 
and the appropriate entrance on foot. Then you are sure that everything is running smoothly and you know exactly where you 
have to go and maneuver. Also consider whether and where you should turn around in good time, for example if you want to 
arrange backwards into your pitch. It makes sense to look ahead, depending on where you want your door/exit to point. Inside 
the "LuchsFelsen" and the "WolfsHöhle" there is not much space for maneuvering and the opposite pitches are taboo as turn-
around / maneuvering area -> protection of the underground of the pitches. So it takes a bit of advance planning and tact. One 
last tip: If you have booked a "DogPitch" (already fenced in), the pitches are arranged obliquely - do not maneuver against the 
“line“ because it could become too narrow then. You can drive into the "EulenPark" from two sides and thus choose the right 
direction in advance. The pitches in the "LuchsFelsen" and in the "WolfsHöhle" are also arranged obliquely for easier drive in -
the rule of thumb is here too: not against the “line”, but with it.

And now I look forward to your stay with us and wish you a wonderful time here in the Lynx Camp. 

Hearty regards  Nicole from the Lynx Camp 
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